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From th e E d ito r

by Brittany Crawford, Communications Director

Fourth of July celebrations begin in a few days.
Many of us will gather with friends and family
over grilled food and fireworks. Because of
this national holiday, many UU congregations
focus on “freedom and responsibility” as their
monthly worship theme during July. While
there is no official theme this month at FUS,
we are taking a moment in this newsletter to
reflect on our fourth principle, “A free and
responsible search for truth and meaning.”
In this edition, we’ve asked contributors to
reflect on what the fourth principle means in
their work and experiences at FUS.The intent
is to prompt you to consider what the fourth
principle means in your own experiences as
both a Unitarian Universalist and as a person
living in the United States. We’ll also hear
from Harry Carnes this month about Service
Saturday’s return to Service Sunday this year,
and we’ll introduce our new trustees elected
at the parish meeting on June 2. We also
have all the information you need to know
about upcoming events and opportunities
happening at FUS in July, including our popular
calendar and worship service descriptions.

Brittany
This newsletter is possible each month
thanks to our great team of contributors,
member editors, and assemblers. Thank you
for offering up your time and talents to this
endeavor each month. This publication and
past editions since 2017 are accessible on
our website at www.fusmadison.org/gettinginvolved/madison-unitarian. If you’d like to
move from a paper edition to an electronic
copy delivered to your inbox, please contact
me at brittanyc@fusmadison.org.

Podcas t of i n t e r e st
The UU World recently published an online article about the new NPR podcast, “White Lies” after
the release of its first episode last May. “White Lies” takes an investigative look into the story behind
the murder of UU minister, the Rev. James Reeb in Selma, Alabama during the Civil Rights Movement.
The theme of freedom and responsibility are deeply interwoven throughout each episode as the
hosts search for the truth behind the events of that night and in the decades that followed. If you’re
new to podcasts, please consider starting here.You can view all past and future episodes at www.npr.
org/podcasts/510343/white-lies.You can also read the UU World article at www.uuworld.org/articles/
podcast-investigates-reeb-murder.
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A mom e n t w ith th e m i n i st e rs
w i t h R e v . K e l l y J . C r o c k e r & R e v . D o u g E . Wa d k i n s

Kelly: At one point in her novel Fly Away Home, American
writer Marge Piercy has a mother say of her daughters, “The
girls had been raised Unitarian (Universalist), which seemed
a nice, sensible compromise between having no religion at
all and having to lie about what we believed. Enough religion
to be respectable but not enough to get in the way.”
I have lost count of the number of times our fourth principle,
and the fact that UUs must search to find the answers that
speak to their own hearts has been used to explain why
Unitarian Universalism can’t really be a true religion. Now,
most of these encounters have come from family members
desperately trying to understand my reasoning for leaving
the faith of my family and out of a deep concern for my
soul but still, they are tiring.

Kelly

I recently came across an affirmation from the Unitarian Universalist church of Greensboro, North
Carolina. I’m taking it with me for our annual family Christmas visit. It reads:
Being a Unitarian Universalist means taking personal responsibility for your own religious life.
No one will try to remake you religiously. We won’t offer you “final and absolute truths” or
rigid dogma. Instead, we try to provide a stimulating and congenial atmosphere in which you
may seek answers...in which you may ask new questions...in which you are free to discover the
best that is in you. We reject the idea that a book or institution is superior to the conscience
and intellect of a morally responsible person. We affirm that your spiritual well-being is yours
to determine.
When I read this now, it speaks to me deeply of this interim time we find ourselves in as a congregation.
This is how I would sum up Doug’s role in our shared life. What I am seeing you do, Doug, is not to
offer us “truths” but rather create an atmosphere in which we can seek, as a community, the answers
to the questions of what we want the future of this vital and life-giving congregation to be. Our future
is ours to determine.
Doug here! Thanks, Kelly, I agree that I am not here to determine
your future but to hold space for you to imagine how you will create
your own future.

Doug

Therefore, it is helpful to reflect on the fourth principle because in
many ways the transition work we are in the midst of now is rooted
in this principle. The essential component of the interim process is
for the congregation to be in conversations that illuminate their
most meaningful dreams and hopes for the future. However, it is also
crucial that the atmosphere of these conversations be one that is
accessible enough, and bold enough, to speak our truth with wisdom,
passion, and creativity. These conversations set the foundation for a
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missional identity. This identity needs to be broad enough to create a vision which will invite greater
diversity. Such a free and responsible exploration gives a congregation an identity that heralds a new
era grounded in well-understood points of mutual care and concern. This is where a congregation
finds its real strength and power. The culmination of this interim time of reflection truly helps us
think about what sort of leadership is more likely to cultivate ministries that are supportive of our
shared vision. The ethos it creates reminds me of the words from Sophia Lyons Fahs about beliefs,
when she wrote:
Some beliefs are like walled gardens.
They encourage exclusiveness, and the feeling of being especially privileged.
Other beliefs are expansive and lead the way into wider and deeper sympathies.
Kelly: I have always loved those words, Doug, and I look forward to this fall when we will invite
everyone in the congregation, groups of every shape, size, and purpose, to talk about what they believe
is at the heart of FUS. As I contemplate my future ministry with the congregation I am extremely
curious to find out what each of you will say is the mission of the FUS, why does this congregation
exist? What work do you want us to be doing in the world? Where will our ministries focus?
This interim time is not a fallow time of waiting.This is a time to speak up, to listen to one another, to
discover who we are and who we desire to become. On November 3, you will have an opportunity
to help us begin this conversation. It is a time for every member to be “all in,” to commit your time
and resources to the future of our beloved community, where we seek the best within us and know
that this future is ours to determine.
Blessings,
Kelly & Doug

UUA Resources to know
by Brittany Crawford, Communications Director

Many of our members and staff traveled to Spokane, Washington in June to attend the Unitarian
Universalist Association’s General Assembly. Open to all, the UUA’s annual meeting focused on the
theme, The Power of We. Many of the worship services, workshops, policy sessions, and the muchanticipated Ware Lecture are live-streamed and uploaded for viewing at www.uua.org/ga/past. If you’re
interested in attending a future General Assembly, including the 2021 session to be held in Milwaukee,
contact Director of Membership and Adult Programs, Janet Swanson, at janets@fusmadison.org.
On June 7, fellow FUS Member and WI State Representative, Chris Taylor, led a dynamic panel on
reproductive rights in our Atrium Auditorium. The recent introduction of laws restricting access to
legal abortion across the nation has prompted the UU World to share an article published in 2013
on reproductive justice efforts led by the UUA (as voted on at the 2012 General Assembly).You can
read this article at www.uuworld.org/articles/what-is-reproductive-justice.The UUA also offers online
advocacy resources for UUs at www.uua.org/reproductive.
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From th e P r e si d e n t
b y Te r r i P e p p e r , P r e s i d e n t , F U S B o a r d o f Tr u s t e e s

When I was a freshman in college, long before I
became a Unitarian Universalist, I scheduled an
appointment with each of my home congregation’s
ministers to ask them about their theological
beliefs. As I had begun to read widely in religious
studies academically and was also exposed to a
more conservative, evangelical style of Christianity
amongst the student groups, I had questions about
our mainline denomination’s place in the religious
landscape. Our large congregation’s membership
was theologically diverse, and I understood quite
clearly that we encouraged freedom of thought in
developing one’s own beliefs. Still, I was curious about
what they, as our ministers, personally believed on
a few key concepts. I remember appreciating that
they took my questions seriously, and answered
even my most pointed questions more directly
than they would typically share from the pulpit.
These conversations that were important to me
and my evolving religious outlook as a young adult
came to mind in reflecting on the UU principle of
affirming and promoting “a free and responsible
search for truth and meaning.” Ministry to a large,
diverse congregation is complex, subtle work,
and the role of minister involves not only the
more public aspects--visible in weekend services
and other parish events--but also involves the
administrative work of leading the congregation as an
organization. As part of the interim work regarding
the ministerial transition, the board is examining
the structural aspects of our next called minister’s
role in our multi-minister, large staff congregation.
At our May meeting, the FUS Board ofTrustees charged
a “Ministerial Research Task Force” to investigate
clergy team configurations in our movement. The
group (Rev. Kelly Crocker, Rev. Doug Wadkins, and
up to five FUS members) will contact several UU
congregations that have implemented a relatively
recent change to their clergy team configuration
to research what they experienced as helpful or
challenging and what lessons were learned through
their current structure. By the end of September
of this year, the task force will prepare a report for
the FUS Board of Trustees, and the Board will then
share a summary of findings with the congregation.

Terri

Any next steps (including any needed
congregational vote) will be dependent
on the task force’s recommendations.
The task force, broadly, will be listening
for where the consulted congregations
have had the most success in living
out their mission, and how the clergy
team configuration supported this and
promoted a shared understanding of
how the called ministers direct their
time and energy. In addition to whether
the structure is more or less hierarchical,
there are a variety of approaches to
defining the portfolio of responsibilities
within a multi-minister team—e.g. setting
direction, decision making, professional
development, supervisory relationships,
collaboration, governance, community
relationships, etc. As we continue to
move through our ministerial transition, I
am grateful the board is undertaking this
discovery work and learning from the
experiences of other UU congregations. I
look forward to engaging with the findings
of the task force and to the continued
conversation as we discern our vision for
future ministry at FUS.
In gratitude,
Terri Pepper, Board president
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Children’s religious education
by L e s l i e R o s s , D i r e c t o r o f C h i l d r e n ’s R e l i g i o u s E d u c a t i o n

Nurturing ways to live our fourth principle is
one of our greatest goals in children’s religious
education. The “kid lingo” for the fourth principle
goes like this: We believe that each person must
be free to search for what is true and right in life.
That freedom to search is grounded on having
a safe space where respect for each other’s
questioning is foundational. Over the past few
years, we have put emphasis on classroom rituals
that pull children closer together on what we
hope is becoming a greater sense of “sacred
ground.” This past year we introduced a new
ritual that expresses our covenant to each other.
Its lived expression is key to fulfilling our fourth
principle within the walls of our classes. At the
start of class, children put an embossed wristband
either on themselves or on their neighbor as they
recite these words:
In this sacred space,
through our actions and our words,
I promise to be kind, be gentle, be patient,
and respect others.
The tactile and visible wristband serves to remind
all present of what we need to bring to this space
in order to make way for our “freedom to search
for what is true and right in life.” This is all the
more true when our children are placing the
wristband on each other, thereby emphasizing the

Leslie
promise they are making to each other. At
the end of class, they return the wristband
to their basket, reciting these words:
Thank you for sharing this space and
time with me.
I return this wristband now, but I
carry your kindness,
Your gentleness,
Your patience,
And your respect wherever I go.
We hope that this practice, as well as
other elements of our CRE classes, will
nurture generations of UUs ready to live
out our fourth principle.

Thanks to Catherine Hilcove for capturing our CRE Class ritual.
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Community information
Teaching Opportunities...Be Optimistic!
Educator Colleen Wilcox once wrote,“Teaching is the greatest act of optimism.” To my mind, teaching
our children is a profound expression of the hope for and faith in our UU movement. It’s an investment
in creating a reality that reflects our UU principles and values. Looking for a way to express your
hope and faith in our movement? Join the CRE village by becoming a teacher for next fall.You’ll work
alongside a team of three others in building a safe and supportive place for our children and youth
to explore their beliefs and the world around them, and to discern how to live our UU principles.
We have plenty of teaching spots still open. Here’s where things stand at the time of this writing. Any
classes that need three or more teachers are at risk of being cancelled; help save them!! If you’re
interested in learning more or signing up, please get in touch with Leslie Ross at leslier@fusmadison.
org! I’d be happy to chat with you.
2019-2020 CRE Teachers Needed
							
Saturday
Sunday @ 9 am		
Sunday @ 11 am
Celebrating Me & My World (pre-K)			
0			4			0
Experiences with Web of Life (K/1st)			
3			1			1
Holidays & Holy Days / Moral Tales (2nd/3rd)
0			5			0
Bibleodeon (4th/5th)					 0			0			4
Building Bridges (6th) 				 0			0			4
Compass Points (7th) 				 No class		0			No class

Wheel of Life
Joan Schuette shared the following: the Rev. Alexander (Scotty) Meek died September 26, 2018.
His obituary is on page 61 of the recent issue of the UU World. Scotty was our interim minister
from 1987 to 1988 between Max Gaebler’s ministry and Michael Schuler’s tenure. Several of us in
the Society kept in touch with Scotty and rented his home in Sun Lakes, Arizona while he and his
wife Dorothy were away on other interim ministries. In later years, when we continued to spend
winters in AZ after Scotty had returned to his home in Sun Lakes, we would get together with them
and talk about his various adventures as an interim minister. He was extremely active in the UUA
and attended more than 50 General Assemblies.
Your contributions to Wheel of Life are invited and appreciated! Call 233-9774, ext. 112.
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S erv ice S un day r e t u r n s A u g. 1 8
b y H a r r y C a r n e s , S e r v i c e S u n d a y Te a m M e m b e r

Service Sunday is back! This year, we decided to
shift FUS’s annual day of community service from
Saturday, back to Sunday.We know that summer is
a busy time and that coming to FUS for both days
of a weekend can be a bit challenging for many of
us. And, the changes this year don’t stop there. Our
tradition has been to take one day each year, and as
a congregation, to fan out in the community and do
service projects. It has been a rich tradition, filled
with good experiences: painting school classrooms,
helping literacy programs, visiting veterans, baking
cookies for shelters, and dozens of other small but
significant actions which led to lasting relationships
with new friends at the many places we have been
of service.
This year, as the Service Sunday team met, we again
discussed the many places we might be of use (so
many places!). But as our discussion continued, we
began to realize that a very significant place stood
out: our own congregation. An odd conclusion for
a traditional outreach project to be sure, and one
that needs some explanation.
More than anything, it is clear to us that this is not
an ordinary time in the story of our congregation.
We are in a period of change, search, and rethinking.
So, in such a time, a little self-care is called for. A
little bit of a spa visit for us, so to speak.
Therefore, we have chosen to dedicate our annual
day of service to each other and our most amazing
(and sprawling) facilities. And those facilities, from
the historic Meeting House, to the religious
education wing, to our almost-new Atrium addition,
need our attention!
Despite the heroic efforts of our staff and
volunteers, keeping an edifice of this size and
complexity in great condition is extremely
challenging. Some things just never rise to the top of
the to-do list.That is, until Sunday,August 18, when
we will begin our day with a rousing service, a lunch
provided by the always-amazing Food Haulers, and
then break into teams and tackle jobs around the
Meeting House. Plus, there will be a few projects
that support FUS’s social justice work as well as
information about how to get more involved.

The list of tasks is not yet complete, but
here a few of the projects that we might
be able to tackle, with your help:
• Vacuuming the stone walls of the
historic Meeting House.
• Cleaning the pews in the historic
Auditorium
• Mulching the gardens
• Making cushions for the Atrium
Auditorium chairs
• Maintaining the Meditation walk
• Cleaning and polishing the oak and
maple woodwork
• Cleaning the rust from railings and
repainting
• Cleaning hard-to-reach areas in the
Atrium Commons
• Building a new compost area for our
kitchen waste
And the list goes on. We hope to reach
nearly every part of our beautiful campus.
There will be tasks to do for folks of all
physical abilities and ages, ending about
4 pm.
Some of us will leave this activity around
3:30 pm, in time to enjoy the last couple
hours of the Outreach Magic Festival,
which will be at Warner Park from 1 pm
to 6 pm. (Outreach LGBT Community
Center is hosting this event instead of a
pride parade this year).
It’s going to be a rewarding and joyous day,
friends! The Service Sunday Team (Reenie
Euhardy, Ann Smiley, Harry Carnes, and
Tim Cordon) hope you will join us and a
hundred (or more!) of your fellow UUs.
Please mark your calendar for August 18
and look for details to emerge in the next
few weeks.
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Welcome Your new trustees!
by Brittany Crawford, Communications Director

In celebrating our fourth principle this month,
we also celebrate our fifth principle, “The right of
conscience and the use of the democratic process
within our congregations and society at large.”
At our parish meeting held on Sunday, June 2, we
elected new members to our Board of Trustees
and gave our thanks to those whose terms have
ended. The Board of Trustees is vital to living out
our democratic principles, and we are grateful for
the dedication of these members who serve in
these leadership roles.
Members of the First Unitarian Society elected
three new members and an incumbent member to
the Board of Trustees for three-year terms ending
in 2022. New trustee,Tom Dulmage, is a volunteer
extraordinaire. You can find him at the front desk
or ushering here at FUS. He also volunteers in the
community at Second Harvest Food Bank and the
Overture. Tom is a member of a Chalice group, a
ministry team, and active in social justice activities.
While fairly new to FUS (and newly retired), Tom
has lived in Madison for thirty years and is married
to Marianne, and they have one daughter, Lizzie.
Rebecca Paradiso de Sayu joins the board and
offers a depth of expertise in the areas of strategic
planning. She attends FUS with her husband,
Francisco, and their young children Niko and
Dessa. She lends her experiences as a bicultural
family to the conversations around racial equity at
FUS. Rebecca is President of ECE Partners, LLC, a
Madison-based consulting company.
Creal Zearing has been an integral part of our
community over the last five years. In 2018, the
Rev. Kelly officiated her wedding to fellow member,
Matthew Doyle Olson. Creal has volunteered as a
CRE teacher for three years, is an active participant
in our 20s/30s group, and most recently joined
a Journey Circle. Creal works at the Wisconsin
Foundation & Alumni Association. She loves
building community here at FUS and with her
cohousing community, Arboretum Cohousing.

Reelected for another three-year term is
long-time member, Dorit Bergen. Dorit’s
volunteer experience at FUS is extensive,
and currently, she serves as one of two
coordinators for Shawl Ministry, organizes
Sunday worship volunteers, participates on
the Salvation Army volunteer team, and is
part of “Knot Just For Knitters.” Dorit is
also a member of Quest 3 and serves as
a lay minister.
Also elected this year is current trustee,
John McGevna, for a one-year term as
secretary. John is active at FUS as a lay
minister, usher, and is a member of Quest
4. Familiar with Unitarian Universalism as
a former member of the Unitarian Church
in Burke, VA, John retired from the CIA
in 2014 and moved with wife, Helena, to
Madison.
As we welcome our newest trustees,
we also give our thanks to outgoing
trustees, March Schweitzer, and President,
Joe Kremer. March and Joe have been
dedicated to the work of helping us
navigate our ministerial leadership change.
We are grateful for their dedicated efforts.
As Joe transitions off the board, our new
president, Terri Pepper, takes the reins.
Terri served as president-elect last year,
and we look forward to her dynamic
leadership as we continue through the
interim period. Her role as president
begins on July 1, 2019.
Please extend a warm welcome to your
newly elected trustees and send thanks to
those whose terms have ended. As always,
you are invited to attend the next board
meeting on Wednesday, July 17, at 6:30 pm
in the Gaebler.
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Men’s Group
@ 7 pm
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Shawl Ministry
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Goddess Chanting
Group @ 7 pm
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Shawl Ministry
@ 10 am

Independence Day
FUS Office Closed

thurs

26

19
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5

History Book
Club @ 2 pm

Fri

27

20

13

6

Sat

Tuesday, July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
Centering Prayer @ 4:45 pm

Thursday, July 11, 18, 25
Meditation @ 6 pm

Sunday, July 7, 14, 21, 28
Insight Buddhist Meditation @ 6 pm

Summer Service Schedule: Throughout July, and August, only one service will be offered during the weekend. Join us at 10 am on Sundays in the Atrium.

8

1

7

SUN

J u ly
For more happenings, visit us online
at www.fusmadison.org and click on
“Event Calendar” under “Community.”
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A Mo n th o f S e r v i ce s
Saturday services will resume September 7.
Summer Sunday services start at 10 am in the Atrium Auditorium

July 7 @ 10 am

July 21 @ 10 am

with Claire Box, FUS Member

“Some Varieties of Religious
Experience, with apologies
to William James”

“Love—No Matter What”
Using the title from Tattoos on the heart
by Gregory Boyle, Claire Box will offer a
reflection on the timely idea of universal love
as the deep, heartfelt connection with all that
is—animate and inanimate. However, the word
love is so often used stingily and within very
narrow confines. So in our troubled world,
what might an expanded definition of love
offer so much pain and suffering?
The FUS Chime Choir will perform.

July 14 @ 10 am

“Our Fragile Press”

with Paul Fanlund, FUS Member
Paul Fanlund spoke at FUS last summer
about the importance of a strong press to
the responsible search for truth and meaning,
a Unitarian Universalist principle. He talked
about how the press was and is under political
attack. Yet a bigger threat to the future of a
vibrant press is an economic one. Fanlund,
an FUS member and Editor and Publisher of
The Capital Times, will reflect on a life spent in
journalism, including four decades in Madison,
and about economic challenges and emerging
opportunities.
The FUS Anybody Choir will perform.

with Jim O’Brien, FUS Member

Cults don’t call themselves “cults” but it’s what they
do that defines them. The Lyman Family prepared
their followers to be “raptured” to Venus at a
definite date and time, which was often postponed.
In the meantime, they are rehabbing houses in
the Los Angeles area. William James, leading
psychologist and freethinker, wondered what
religious-minded people experienced, rather than
claimed to believe, and spent a year interviewing
a wide range of such self-identified folk regarding
their experiences. He published his book in 1902
and it became a classic in the field. As a non-credal
community of worshippers, we UUs might benefit
from his insights and consider building our own
theologies and religious practice. It could happen.
Eva Wright will perform on piano.

July 28 @ 10 am

“It’s the End of the World as
We Know it”
with Rev. Doug E. Wadkins

This is a time of deep exploration on this planet
regarding the very future of humanity and the sort
of life we will lead. There is a good reason for this
serious concern AND our thoughts about the end
of all things is perhaps as old as humanity itself.
There is even a name for the thoughts about and
explorations of such “end times:” eschatology!
What might we learn from the past that invites us
to more meaningful thoughts of the present and
future?
Drew Collins, tenor will perform.
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